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Palm reading is a lot easier than you may think. No cards, no coins, no charts of the planets—
just a hand and the knowledge in this book. Whether your interest is serious or casual, Palm
Reading for Beginners will open a world of insight into yourself, your friends, your family, and
your future!Announce in any gathering that you read palms and you will be flocked by people
thrilled to show you their hands. When you are have finished Palm Reading for Beginners , you
will be able to look at anyone's palm (including your own) and confidently and effectively tell
them about their personality, love life, hidden talents, career options, prosperity, and health.

In my home I have a large collection of books. Maybe you have a large collection, too. Perhaps
you have a few books that are your favorites and you reread them every year or two. But if you
have favorites, why read others? The answer, of course, is so that you can understand and
experience new things. Maybe you'll find a new favorite, too.For many decades I have worked
with astrology. It's my favorite. But I have also worked with the Tarot, runes, and other divinatory
systems. In recent years, palmistry seems to have been overlooked by most readers. Perhaps
they think that clients won't see the magick unless there are mystic tools on the table.I think this
is shortsighted. Palmistry can be a wonderful addition to your divinatory skills and can be used
at a moment's notice. And one of the best introductions to this ancient art is Richard Webster's
Palm Reading for Beginners.One of the most famous palmists of all time was Count Louis
Hamon who used the name "Cheiro." He lived into the 20th century and looked a bit like Franklin
D. Roosevelt. Because of his amazing skills he was in demand by famous personalities all over
the world and he hobnobbed with them all.Now, I can't guarantee you'll become as famous as
Cheiro, but I can assure you that with this book you will learn how to read palms. You'll learn the
meaning of the shape of the hand and all the lines. You'll be able to interpret the all of the major
and minor lines, the phalanges (sections of fingers) and the nine mounts on the palm. The book
also shows how you can blend all of the information into a coherent, inviting, and exciting
reading.So whether you want to learn your first method of divination or want to add to what you
already know, this is a book you should study and use.--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorRichard Webster (New Zealand) is the bestselling author
of more than one hundred books. Richard has appeared on several radio and television
programs in the US and abroad, including guest spots on WMAQ-TV (Chicago), KTLA-TV (Los
Angeles), and KSTW-TV (Seattle). He travels regularly, lecturing and conducting workshops on
a variety of metaphysical subjects. His bestselling titles include Spirit Guides & Angel Guardians
and Creative Visualization for Beginners.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From the PublisherIn my home I have a large collection of books. Maybe you have a large
collection, too. Perhaps you have a few books that are your favorites and you reread them every



year or two. But if you have favorites, why read others? The answer, of course, is so that you can
understand and experience new things. Maybe you'll find a new favorite, too.For many decades I
have worked with astrology. It's my favorite. But I have also worked with the Tarot, runes, and
other divinatory systems. In recent years, palmistry seems to have been overlooked by most
readers. Perhaps they think that clients won't see the magick unless there are mystic tools on the
table.I think this is shortsighted. Palmistry can be a wonderful addition to your divinatory skills
and can be used at a moment's notice. And one of the best introductions to this ancient art is
Richard Webster's Palm Reading for Beginners.One of the most famous palmists of all time was
Count Louis Hamon who used the name "Cheiro." He lived into the 20th century and looked a bit
like Franklin D. Roosevelt. Because of his amazing skills he was in demand by famous
personalities all over the world and he hobnobbed with them all.Now, I can't guarantee you'll
become as famous as Cheiro, but I can assure you that with this book you will learn how to read
palms. You'll learn the meaning of the shape of the hand and all the lines. You'll be able to
interpret the all of the major and minor lines, the phalanges (sections of fingers) and the nine
mounts on the palm. The book also shows how you can blend all of the information into a
coherent, inviting, and exciting reading.So whether you want to learn your first method of
divination or want to add to what you already know, this is a book you should study and use.--
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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About the AuthorRichard Webster was born in Auckland, New Zealand in 1946. New Zealand is
still his home, though he travels widely every year lecturing and conducting workshops on
psychic subjects around the world. He is a prolific author and also writes monthly columns for
two magazines. Richard began his working life in publishing, and became in turn a bookstore
proprietor, pianist, stage hypnotist, palmist, ghostwriter, and magician before becoming a
professional teacher and writer on psychic topics.Llewellyn PublicationsWoodbury,
MinnesotaCopyright InformationPalm Reading for Beginners: Find Your Future in the Palm of
Your Hand © 2000 by Richard Webster.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or
reproduced in any matter whatsoever, including Internet usage, without written permission from
Llewellyn Publications, except in the form of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and
reviews.As the purchaser of this e-book, you are granted the non-exclusive, non-transferable
right to access and read the text of this e-book on screen. The text may not be otherwise
reproduced, transmitted, downloaded, or recorded on any other storage device in any form or by
any means.Any unauthorized usage of the text without express written permission of the
publisher is a violation of the author’s copyright and is illegal and punishable by law.First e-book
edition © 2012Cover design and photo: Adrienne W. ZimigaCover model: Jeanette JonesInterior
illustrations: Jeannie FergusonEditing and interior design: Eila SavelaLlewellyn Publications is
an imprint of Llewellyn Worldwide Ltd.Llewellyn Publications does not participate in, endorse, or
have any authority or responsibility concerning private business arrangements between our
authors and the public.Any Internet references contained in this work are current at publication
time, but the publisher cannot guarantee that a specific reference will continue or be maintained.
Please refer to the publisher’s website for links to current author websites.Llewellyn
PublicationsLlewellyn Worldwide Ltd.2143 Wooddale DriveWoodbury, MN
55125www.llewellyn.comManufactured in the United States of AmericaFor my good friend Carl
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PalmFigure 49: Print OneFigure 50: Print TwoIntroductionPalmistry is one of the oldest of the
occult arts. People have been fascinated with hands since time began. There are imprints of
palms in the innermost parts of the Santander Caves in Spain, showing how important hands
were to people in Stone Age times.The most important moment in human evolution occurred
when man began to stand upright. This meant that the hands, which up until then had been used
as front feet, were now able to be used for other purposes. In fact, they became an extension of
the human mind. More room is taken up in the brain for the different activities of our hands than
for any other organ of the body. It is fascinating to watch newborn babies interact with the world
using their hands. Even something as simple as touch has to be learned.The brain sends
messages to the hands, instructing them to perform any number of intricate tasks. Many of these
tasks have had to be learned in the first place, but become automatic as soon as they are
mastered. Writing with a pen is a good example of this. The hands also send information to the
brain. If you have ever touched something hot, you know exactly how quickly that information is
sent to the brain.At some stage people realized that every hand is different, and from this
discovery palmistry began. The fact that no two hands are the same must have intrigued
primitive people. One explanation for this can be found in the Bible: “He sealeth up the hand of
every man, that all men may know His work” (Job 37:7). 1Primitive man was also able to make
practical use of this information. Thumbprints and fingerprints were used instead of signatures.
In China there are numerous examples of important papers that have been “signed” with the
thumbprint of the emperor.Some 2,600 years ago Aristotle wrote a book on palmistry for
Alexander the Great, and there is nothing in that book that a modern-day palmist would dispute.
Consequently, the basic principles of palmistry have been around for a long time.Palmistry has
had an extremely varied history. At times it has been revered, while at other periods it was
considered the work of the devil. Unfortunately, different superstitions were added to palmistry
over the years, and these caused many people to discredit the subject without evaluating it
further.Palmistry was first treated in a scientific manner in France during the nineteenth century.
A man called Adolphe Desbarrolles investigated palmistry with the intention of disproving it.
However, his research convinced him of the validity of the subject, and eventually he wrote a
monumental book on palmistry.2At about the same time, a retired army officer called Stanislas



d’Arpentigny discovered a remarkable fact. He had become friendly with a couple who
entertained on a regular basis. D’Arpentigny found that most of the guests at the parties
arranged by the husband had short, blunt hands with stubby fingers. The guests invited to the
wife’s soirees had hands that were shapely, slender, and had long fingers.D’Arpentigny began
studying palmistry and developed a system of hand classification that is still used by many
palmists today. He also wrote a book on the subject.3In 1900 William Benham, an American,
published his monumental book The Laws of Scientific Handreading. In this book he explained
how to read palms scientifically. Up until then, most people believed that you had to be psychic
in order to read palms.Since then, a number of people have followed in his footsteps.
Psychologists became interested in how accurate palmistry is in revealing character, and many
books have been written from a psychological point of view. The first of these was published in
1848 by Dr. Carl Gustav Carus, who was the personal physician to the king of Saxony. His book
(Die Symbolik der Menschlichen Gestalt und Ueber Grund und Bedeutung der Verschiedenen
Formen der Hand) related the fingers of the hand to the person’s conscious mind, and the palm
to the subconscious.Since the end of World War II, the Kennedy-Galton Center, attached to the
University of London, has been studying palms scientifically, using them to determine the
predisposition of people towards certain illnesses. Certainly, nothing could be more important
than health, and it is exciting that modern-day scientists are proving scientifically what palmists
have known for thousands of years.By taking up palmistry you will be joining a tradition that has
lasted for thousands of years.I first became interested in the subject as a young boy. I used to
regularly visit a neighbor who was an excellent cook. I was a keen reader and was fascinated to
discover that she and her husband had a large library in their home. I would sit in their library for
hours, eating her scones and cakes, and looking at the books on every wall.One day I noticed a
large section of books on palmistry. These belonged to her husband, who was a palmist.
Palmistry was illegal in New Zealand at the time, and he used to give readings quietly and
secretly. I think it amused him to find a small child showing interest in this subject, and he taught
me some of the basics of palmistry. I would go to school and look at the palms of the other
students, but did not take the subject seriously until I reached puberty and discovered what a
wonderful way it was to meet girls!Since then I have read thousands and thousands of palms. I
have made my living in several different countries with this skill. For some years I used to do
quick palm readings in shopping malls and would see hundreds of palms every week. At one
time I conducted horoscope parties, which were mind reading demonstrations in people’s
homes. The most exciting part of these evenings, from the guests’ point of view, was the private
palm reading they received after the demonstration.Palmistry has been very good to me, and I
am grateful to it for the many opportunities it has given me over the years. I am still as
enthusiastic about palmistry as I was as a teenager, and hope that you will pick up some of this
enthusiasm as you read this book.[contents]1The Whole HandYou do not necessarily need to
examine the lines on the palm to read a hand. You can tell a great deal about a person simply
from the shape, resilience, color, and texture of his or her hand.Major and Minor HandsWe each



have two hands, which are described as the major and minor hands in palmistry. The major hand
is the one you use most naturally. If you are right-handed, it will be your right hand. Naturally, it
will be your left hand if you are left-handed.Traditionally, the major hand was the one that records
what you do with your life, while the minor hand reveals the skills, talents, and qualities you were
born with. However, although there is some truth in this, it does not give the whole story.Our
hands change as we progress through life. Even our minor hands change, and this would not be
the case if they simply showed what we were born with. Consequently, I consider the major hand
to reveal what the person is actually doing, while the minor hand shows what the person is
thinking about. It is still a map of potentials, but it changes to reflect what the person wants to do.
Naturally, this can be completely different to what the person is doing in his or her everyday
life.Consequently, you need to examine both hands when giving a palm reading. When I am
doing quick readings, perhaps in a party situation, I will look at the major hand only. However, I
always study both hands when giving a serious reading.Skin TextureIt is easier to determine the
person’s skin texture by looking at the back of the hand. The skin texture is the quality of the
skin, and this can range all the way from fine and smooth, to rough and coarse.The skin texture
reveals how refined the person is. Someone with an extremely fine skin texture that is silky and
smooth like a baby will be sensitive, gentle, and refined in outlook. This person will be easily
disturbed by anything that affects his or her sensitivities.Conversely, someone with coarse skin
will be rougher, more down-to-earth, and less high-strung than someone with a fine skin texture.
This person will be straightforward and direct.The skin texture gives you an immediate clue
about how the person functions in life. For instance, it would be hard to imagine someone with
coarse hands selling beautiful works of art. However, this person might do extremely well selling
engineering supplies.ConsistencyWe can pick up a great deal of information by shaking
someone’s hand. Someone who takes your hand with a firm grip conveys a better immediate
impression than someone who offers a clammy, lifeless hand.After you have determined the skin
texture from the back of the hand, turn the person’s hands over and gently press on the
palms.Consistency is determined by the degree of elasticity in the hand. Hand consistency
varies from extremely hard to soft and spongy.People with hands that are soft and spongy are
sensual pleasure seekers who do the least amount of work they can get away with. They
function best in comfortable surroundings, where they can daydream and laze their lives
away.People with firmer, more resilient hands are practical, energetic, and hard-working. They
enjoy challenges and need to keep busy in order to be happy.FlexibilityThe flexibility of the
person’s mind is determined by the flexibility of his or her palm. People with flexible hands are
adaptable and can quickly adjust to changing circumstances. People with rigid hands are
inflexible, stubborn, and rigid.To determine the flexibility of someone’s hand I rest the back of his
or her hand on my fingers while pressing against his or her fingertips with my thumb. Some
people have hands that feel like a block of wood, while others have hands that bend back and
almost create a right angle. Most people’s hands fall somewhere between these two
extremes.ColorThe color of the hand provides valuable clues about the person’s health and



temperament. Naturally, the colors of our hands change depending on the temperature. The
chances are that people are simply feeling cold if their hands appear blue. They may have just
come inside after being out in the snow. However, there is a palmistry interpretation if the room
temperature is normal, but the person’s hands have a bluish tinge.People with white hands, for
instance, are likely to be anemic. This results in a lack of vitality and energy. These people are
unfeeling and selfish. They become irritable and upset easily. They are self-sufficient, idealistic,
and cold.Hands with a yellowish tinge to them belong to people who have a slightly jaundiced
view of the world. Bluish hands show that the person’s blood circulation is poor.Pinkish hands
are considered normal in people with a European descent. This is a good sign and show that the
person is loving, appreciative, sympathetic, and supportive.Red hands belong to people with a
great deal of energy. It is important that this energy is used wisely. People with red hands can
lose their temper very easily. Sometimes, the redness is visible on only part of the hand. When
this occurs, the energies of that particular part of the palm are increased.The Shape of the
HandThere are a number of different ways of classifying the hand, but by far the simplest is to
see if the palm itself is square or oblong in shape.Square PalmPeople with a square-shaped
palm are down-to-earth, capable, practical people. They enjoy a challenge and are prepared to
work long and hard, when required, to achieve their goals. They have plenty of stamina and
energy.Oblong PalmOblong palms are the hands that artists love. These hands are long and
shapely, but are much less practical than square hands. People with oblong palms enjoy coming
up with ideas, but these often remain daydreams and are seldom put into action. These people
are creative, idealistic, and gentle.This divides the entire human race into just two categories.
We can double this by examining the fingers, and classifying them as short or long. Usually, it is
a simple matter to determine if the fingers are short or long in proportion to the palm. However, at
times it can be difficult to decide. If this is the case, ask the person to fold their fingers over the
palm. If the fingers reach more than seven-eighths of the way down the palm they are said to be
long. Even this is not perfect, though, since some people have more flexible hands and fingers
than others. If it is impossible to determine if the fingers are long or short in proportion to the
palm, they are obviously medium in length.Short FingersPeople with short fingers are quick on
the uptake, and become impatient with people who take all day. They like to get in, do the job,
and get out again as quickly as possible. They enjoy being busy, and frequently tackle a number
of different tasks, all at the same time. They are often better at starting than they are at finishing.
They prefer the broad, overall view and do not enjoy the details.Long FingersPeople with long
fingers enjoy work that is detailed and involved. They are patient and like to take whatever time is
needed to finish a task properly. They enjoy finishing what they start. They are conscientious,
responsible, and like to get down to the bottom of things to understand what makes them
work.Medium FingersMany people have fingers that are neither long nor short. These people
are a mixture of the qualities of people who have short and long fingers.Consequently, they can
be patient at times, but impatient at others. They are conscientious and responsible most of the
time, but can do a slapdash job if the task does not appeal to them very much.Knowledge of



finger length alone can be useful to you in your daily life. If you have to wait in line somewhere,
try to choose a line that is waiting for a cashier with short fingers. That person’s line will move
more quickly than that of a long-fingered cashier who will want to double-check everything. The
short-fingered cashier will try to deal with people as quickly as possible and will worry about
balancing the cash register at the end of the day.However, there will also be occasions when you
will want the person you are dealing with to pay particular attention to the details. In this case,
select someone with the longest fingers you can find.Hand ClassificationWe now have four
possible combinations: a square hand with short fingers, a square hand with long fingers, an
oblong hand with short fingers, and an oblong hand with long fingers. These four types can be
related to the four elements: earth, air, fire, and water.Figure 1: Earth HandEarth HandAn earth
hand is a square hand with short fingers (figure 1). Earth hands usually have few lines on them,
though the lines that are present are well marked. These people are always busy and enjoy
doing things with their hands. They are practical, careful, reliable, and solid. However, they can
also be impatient, suspicious, critical, and easily roused. They enjoy the outdoors and prefer
quiet lifestyles, away from the hustle and bustle of large cities. They enjoy the feel of soil, and like
working with the earth in some sort of way. They are usually free of stress and take life exactly as
it comes. This philosophy means that they usually enjoy good health and lead long, fruitful
lives.Figure 2: Air HandAir HandAn air hand consists of a square palm and long fingers (figure
2). These people are inventive, innovative, practical, and thoughtful. They are conscientious,
good with details, and need constant challenges. The air hand belongs to someone who is more
intellectual than someone with an earth hand. Despite this emphasis on the intellect, people with
air hands also possess a strong intuition. They can make their minds up rapidly, using a
combination of logic and feeling. They enjoy expressing themselves and are easy to get along
with. They have an inquisitive nature that keeps them perpetually young. They are refined and
express themselves well. They are interested in travel, communication, freedom, and anything
that is slightly out of the ordinary.Figure 3: Fire HandFire HandA fire hand consists of an oblong
palm and short fingers (figure 3). These people are imaginative, enthusiastic, versatile, and
impatient. They have great ideas, but need to evaluate them carefully to make sure that they are
practical before starting on them. They are better at the broad brush strokes than the fine details,
and often lose interest before the task is completed. Their changeable natures can sometimes
be frustrating to others, but usually they are able to carry people along with their energy and
excitement. They are generous, sociable, and gregarious. Fire people need to be busy to be
happy. They would not last long in any occupation that was too simple, dull, or boring.Figure 4:
Water HandWater HandA water hand consists of an oblong palm and long fingers (figure 4).
This is the shape that is loved by artists, but is not overly practical in daily life. People with water
hands lead rich emotional lives, and are extremely imaginative and sensitive. Consequently, they
do well in any career that involves creativity and a strong aesthetic sense. They are basically
idealistic and feel constantly let down by the actions of people with hands shaped differently
than theirs. They are receptive, changeable, and impressionable. They are also sympathetic and



have a great love for all living things. They give the impression of being calm and in control, but
inwardly suffer from nervous tension and worry.This system of hand classification is the one that
is most useful nowadays, since everyone can be classified into one of the four groups. However,
the system that d’Arpentigny developed last century that classified people into seven groups is
still being used, and you will find it useful to know something about it. This was the system that I
was taught originally, and I still occasionally mentally classify people into one of these
categories. However, the four element classification system is the one that I use most of the
time.Figure 5: Elementary HandElementary HandThe elementary hand is somewhat clumsy in
appearance (figure 5). The palm is square in shape and the fingers are short, stubby, and
relatively shapeless. The skin is coarse and the back of the hand is frequently hairy. The palm
contains few lines, sometimes as few as two or three. These people are stubborn and find it hard
to express themselves in words. They take life pretty much as comes, living for today, and
making few plans for the future. These people are good with their hands, and can sometimes be
extremely creative.This hand was found frequently at the time that d’Arpentigny developed his
system. He found many peasant farmers with elementary hands. However, this type of hand has
become increasingly uncommon, and, in practice, you will only occasionally find a true
elementary hand.Figure 6: Practical HandPractical HandThe practical hand also has a square-
shaped palm, but the fingers are longer, and better shaped than those belonging to the
elementary hand (figure 6). D’Arpentigny called the practical hand “square or useful.” The skin is
not as coarse on the practical hand as it is on the earth hand, and there are more lines on the
palm. People with practical hands can turn their hands to anything, which is why this shape is
called “practical.” They respect authority and are conservative in outlook. They are disciplined,
predictable conformists who keep their feet firmly on the ground. They are cautious, reliable, and
orderly.Figure 7: Spatulate HandSpatulate HandThis hand is similar to the practical hand, but
the finger-tips resemble a spatula and flare at the ends (figure 7). D’Arpentigny called these
“spatulate or active” hands. People with spatulate hands are energetic, persistent, and
independent. They are prepared to work hard, just as long as their efforts are rewarded. They
overindulge at times, and generally prefer quantity to quality in all things.Figure 8: Conic
HandConic HandThe conic hand is graceful, curved, and attractive in appearance (figure 8). The
palm is slightly oblong, and the fingers are long with rounded tips. The palm is inclined to feel
fleshy. People with conic hands are creative, aesthetic, and desire a perfect world. They dislike
coarseness of any sort. They have a desire to succeed, but generally prefer to daydream about
success rather than undertake the hard work that is necessary for any achievement.
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CB, “This is a good book, it should say "hand reading for beginners" this goes way past just palm
reading. This is a good book, it should say "hand reading for beginners" this goes way past just
palm reading. I read this book and it gets into detail about the entire hand and wrist, not just the
palm. After reading some of this book, I went to a palm reader who charged $25.00 for what
might have been the worst reading I've ever had. Buy the book for $9.75 and save yourself the
difference.”

Jennifer, “Great book, wonderfully written and so interesting. Loved it so much but I gotta read
again....its filled with great information and so interesting thru the whole thing. I finished it the
evening it arrived n that's not usually a thing for me!!!! Great book, greatly written!”

Jackie Davis, “Good buy. When I looked into the book it had TONS of interesting stuff to do with
palmistry you would not find online easily. 10/10 would recommend. I don't read alot but this
book was so interesting I couldn't put it down.”

S. Fisher, “Very good book for beginners. Very good book for beginners. Gives detailed
explanations. Easy to follow. User friendly. I am trying to find a real live person to teach me how
to read palms. I currently read Tarot cards Professionally and so many people want their palms
read as well. There is definitely an art to this . I have purchased a few other books that were not
as helpful.”

raven, “Makes a great on the go reference book!. Even though it just arrived I'm already a couple
chapters in. The subject is explained simply and the diagrams help a lot! Perfect for carrying to
the shop where I do tarot/palm readings as a great little reference book!”

YONATAN CARCHIDI, “Great Book!. I actively give people tarot readings and tea leaf readings.
This book has helped me learn the basics with reading palms. Its loaded with fantastic and
fascinating information. I passed the book around at a dinner party and easily had my guests
engrossed in the topic in a matter of minutes. Easy to read and the diagrams are very helpful.”

cleopatric, “Good book for beginners. One of the best books for beginners. Lewellyn publish this
book. They specialize in these occult types of books and has done so for years. Google them,
they also have a very good website.”

Mrs. C. A. Walker, “Excellent. Wonderful book very informative”

Karima el Ghaouti Hajjoubi, “Amazing book. I like it and i completely recommended.”



Linzz, “Clear pictures and text. Bought as a gift. The recipient seems very pleased”

beverly waller, “Four Stars. good”

tannedgirl, “Five Stars. Very informative”

The book by Richard Webster has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 497 people have provided feedback.
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